LEUMI BANK

Bank Leumi is an Israeli bank founded to promote
the industry, construction, agriculture, and
infrastructure of the land hoped to ultimately
become Israel. Today, Bank Leumi is Israel's
largest bank with overseas offices in Luxembourg,
US, Switzerland, the UK, Mexico, Uruguay,
Romania, Jersey, and China.
Roomdimensions has developed one of the
operations center in Tel Aviv. The space counts with
a control room operated by 20 employees
occupying a total area of 381,28m². It has been
equipped using the T-Line console solution.
Operators: T-Line workposts: 20
Audiovisuals: T-Line workposts: 3x 24" monitors/op
Configurations: 1x 1 Operators console (T-Line)
1x 4 Operators console (T-Line)
3x 5 Operators console (T-Line)
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FEATURES OF THE CONSOLES:
Front cover:
The metallic front cover can be dettached from
the console structure as it is joined by magnets
to the totem body.
Leaning interior zone:
The frontal zone of the totem structure leans
forward to access to the interior part of the
totem.
Equipment location:
The equipment is located in standart 19” trays of
200mm depth. There is a total of 10u available.
Ventilation holes:
Located in the upper zone of the console
allowing hot air to naturally flow up and exit the
compartment.
Cabling management:
Both sides of the totem structure and the 19
inch mounts have holes to bridle the cabling las
well as the leaning frontal cover and the trays
for equipments. Cabling is bridled to avoid
being stuck when closing the compartment.

Entrance:
The cabling can enter the console from the
bottom of the totem and be brided in different
points before feeding the sockets. Patchpanels
can be located in the leaning frontal cover or in
the top zone.
Equipment location:
In the rear cover of the monitor support can be
located 4 NVX equipment clamped to a welding
support.
On-board connectivity:
-Connectivity spots: Two different
connectivity frames with HDMI, audio, RJ45,
USB, etc.
-Wireless induction charger integrated
below the table board. An icon on the surface
indicate its position.
-Pass-through cabling holes for
keyboards and mouse to the inner structure.
Drawer compartment:
A double-compartment with drawers is located
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T-Line offers an easy
modularity system
and an ample storage
capacity for an
efficient use of space
in your 24x7 operation
environment.
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The Black edition:
Extreme elegance
for your control
room.

between the consoles adapting to the geometry
of the set.
Monitor brackets:
double articulated monitor supports with
dynamic height regulation.
Monitor support:
Steel sheet to place the monitor supports all

The CXO™ executive chair
offers a refreshingly cool
look that will enhance any
office environment.

along the console, back cover to access the
cabling.
Console floor support:
Levels the console on the groud floor and has a
frontal inclination to rest the operator’s feet in
an ergonomic way with decorative led lighting
on the sides.

